Video telephony could be considerably enhanced by provision of a tracking system that allows freedom of movement to the speaker; while maintaining a well-framed image, for transmission over limited bandwidth. Already commercial multi-microphone systems exist which track speaker direction in order to reject background noise. Stereo sound and vision are complementary modalities in that sound is good for initialisation (where vision is expensive) whereas vision is good for localisation (where sound is less precise). Using generative probabilistic models and particle jiltering, we show that stereo sound and vision can indeed be fused effectively, to make a system more capable than with either modality on its own.
Introduction
We establish design principles and demonstrate a working system that fuses stereophonic sound localisation with active contour tracking. Where more ambitious systems with several microphone pairs and several cameras, possibly steerable, could potentially handle free format multispeaker interactions, here we aim at something more modest. A single, fixed camera with a single collocated microphone pair is well suited to video telephony, serving one or perhaps two speakers in a simple, closed environment. The setup of camera and microphones is illustrated in figure 1 .
The processing of stereo sound is based on crosscorrelation of the signal pair as a means of analysing Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA). In acoustic environments with relatively low noise and reverberation, triangulation based on the TDOA of measurements at a microphone pair [S, 121 is effective. In even moderately reverberant conditions, problems arise in that no unique TDOA can be determined. Some heuristic modifications to reduce the effects of reverberation have been proposed in e.g. [4, 6, 141 , but these are reliant on either specific array configurations, or rather strong assumptions about the source signals and acoustic environment, and are far from robust in general scenar- ios. The alternative pursued here is to acknowledge that the TDOA D cannot uniquely be determined, to record a sequence {Di} of candidate TDOAs, and to model them jointly as probabilistic observations in clutter.
The visual tracking uses a standard approach, based on a generative model for motion in a suitable contour statespace, together with a likelihood based on one-dimensional feature searches against a background of image clutter [SI. The probabilistic modelling of visual observations along a line is analogous to the processing of sound-signal crosscorrelation peaks along the time-delay axis, in that both deal with linear search against a background of random clutter.
A particle filter is applied to fuse predictions from the generative model with aural and visual observations. This results in a tracking capability whose robustness is enhanced relative to vision,alone. The sound information provides for initialisation, and helps considerably with recovery from loss of lock, as we demonstrate.
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Observation Model for Sound
The sound measurement system consists of a pair of omnidirectional microphones as in figure 1, situated at positions ml and m2 in the horizontal plane y = 0.
Time Delay of Arrival (TDOA)
The maximum TDOA that can be measured is D,,, =
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-m2)lr with c the speed of sound (normally taken to be 342 ms-l), and ) I . I) the Euclidean norm. The true TDOA is given by
where R = (2, y , z ) is the source location. Apart from the true source, "ghost sources" due to reverberation lead to additional correspondences between left and right audio signals. These show up as additional peaks in the generalised cross-correlation function (GCCF) [9] , as in figure 2 .
Rather than trying to eliminate the spurious peaks, for example by further signal processing, they are acknowledged explicitly, knowing that the particle filter mechanism used for tracking and fusion is quite capable of assimilating them. The audio observation vector is therefore defined to be Z A = (01,. . . , D N ) , the N candidate TDOA measurements corresponding to the delay timings of the peaks of the GCCF. In what follows N is also considered unknown. Peaks not due to the true source are regarded as clutter.
Likelihood'Model
A complete derivation and discussion of the likelihood model for the TDOA D can be found in [ 131. The resulting likelihood follows from a multi-hypothesis analysis [2] under the assumption of mutual independence of the TDOA measurements, and is given by N if speech is present, and L ( Z A ( 0 ) 0 : 1 if it is absent, so that no influence is exerted by the audio stream in this case. In (2), qo is the prior probability of all measurements being due to clutter, qi, i = 1,. . . , N , is the prior probability of on the signal-to-noise ratio and the reverberation time of the acoustic environment, and can be set empirically. However, the performance of the tracking algorithm proved to be robust to the accuracy of the value chosen for this parameter.
Observation Model for Vision
The observation model for vision is summarised here, although we do not go into full detail as the model follows largely established practice for active contour tracking.
Image Processing
Following standard practice in visual search algorithnis (see e.g. 
State-Space Model
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It is important for inter-frame stability that g is defined relative to global image statistics, rather than local statistics gathered along one normal, or from the normals of one outline curve (which would be economical, computationally). Instead, independent samples of image gradient / V I ] are taken distributed evenly over the image, and g is set to retain a proportion kg of the strongest responses. Typically g is set to give kg = 30%. This imparts a measure of invariance to global illumination changes and drift in camera gain.
Image Likelihood
Likelihood modelling for observations along an individual normal n(j) is straightforward, following similar reasoning as in the case of delay measurements for the sound signals above, to give a likelihood
In this study an image-based configuration space is used, on the camera-plane (z, g), rather than in 3D coordinates.
This does not allow head rotation to be fully modelled, but that is outside the scope of a system that tracks only a bounding contour, as reported here, and the audiovisual calibration of an image-based system is more straightforward than the full 3D case.
Configuration Space
The image based configuration X = ( r , T ) consists of the image coordinates r = (2, g) of the centroid of a headoutline template, and the template itself as a curve rg(s), obtained by drawing around a single-frame head, and which is perturbed affinely by T (a 2 x 2 matrix):
Further variability could easily be introduced using keyframes [3], but affine variability suffices for the experiments reported here. The head-outline template rx is exactly the curve C used to obtain the visual measurements in section 3. The image based configuration used here does not allow the direct use of (1) to compute the TDOA D , since the 3D position R corresponding to a hypothesised configuration X is not uniquely determined. However, the geometry of the setup allows D to be computed from z using the Fraunhoffer approximation D = D,,, cos(arctan(f/z)), where f is the focal length of the camera, for which a pinhole model is adopted.
where qo is the non-detection probability for the visual contour (independent of qo for sound), and which is typically set to qo = 0.2 for reasonable behaviour. The variance g: for valid contour measurements, assumed Gaussian, is determined from the residuals of contour fits on a few training
Dynamical Model
A stratified dynamical model was used to reflect the different kinds and degrees of variability that are appropriate to the head tracking task. The greatest variability is in horizontal motion (x-coordinate), followed by vertical motion (y), neither of which should be drawn towards any particular origin in the image, but which should remain within the field of view. Shape variability ( T ) is more constrained -of smaller magnitude, and with a restoring tendency towards the home template ro. Dynamical models that reflect this are as follows, expressed discretely with respect to a sampling time interval 7 (video frame-rate).
The displacement process is modelled as Langevin mo-
, as for a free particle in a liquid ?(t) + P(")k(t) = w(t) with thermal excitation w(t). The parameters of such a process are most naturally specified in terms of continuoustime parameters which have clear physical interpretations:
the rate constant Pcz) s -l , and the steady-state root-meansquare velocity dz) ms-' . It corresponds to a discrete pro-
In experiments, we fixed /3(") = P(Y) = 10s-1 and d") 
Particle Filter Tracking Algorithm
The general tracking problem involves the recursive estimation of the filtering distribution p ( X k I z l : k ) , with z = ( Z A , 2 1 ) and the subscript 1 : k denoting all the observations from time 1 to time IC, from which estimates of the configuration X can be obtained. The general recursions to compute the filtering distribution are given by where the first, or prediction, step uses the dynamical model and the filtering distribution at the previous time step to compute the one-step ahead prediction distribution, which then acts as the prior for the configuration in the second, or update, step where it is combined with the likelihood to obtain the filtering distribution.
Due to the non-linearity and multi-modality inherent in the problem, the recursions above are analytically intractable. Under these conditions sequential Monte Carlo, or particle filtering, methods [7, 81 provide an attractive solution strategy. The particular particle filter architecture adopted here deviates from the standard particle filter, and makes the best use of the properties of the model. Since the sound likelihood depends only on D, which in turn depends on the configuration X only via the image x coordinate, the sampling is separated in two stages by "partitioned sampling" [ 111. In the first stages samples for the z coordinate are generated from a proposal distribution which is a mixture of the dynamics for x and the sound likelihood, viewed as a distribution in z. These samples are then properly reweighted with the sound likelihood, and resampled to populate 2 regions with high probability under the sound likelihood. In the second stage the remaining components and T are proposed from their corresponding dynamics, reweighted with the image likelihood, and resampled. Since the broadest variations in X are due to 5 and y, separating z and y leads to a considerable improvement in sampling efficiency, palpable as a reduction in the number of particles needed per time step.
Results
We illustrate our system on two test sequences. The first sequence starts with a subject moving slowly from the centre of the image to the left, while all the time being quiet. The subject then moves rapidly to the right, where it pauses and speaks, and then progresses back to the centre. The second sequence involves two subjects (A and B), both appearing in the image at the same time. The subjects take turns to speak, while all the time moving their heads around to some degree. In what follows we will refer to the first sequence as the "motion" sequence, and to the second as the "ping-pong" sequence.
We performed two particle filtering experiments, using 20 particles in all cases, on each of the sequences. In the first experiment only the visual measurements were used to perform tracking, while visual and sound measurements were combined in the second experiment. The results of the first experiment on the "motion" sequence is summarised by the key frames in top of figure 4. The particle filter successfully tracks the subject during the period of normal motion to the left, but loses track during the rapid motion to the right. The particles latch on to prominent features in the background and never recover the subject again. However, in the second experiment, where the visual measurements are combined with the sound measurements, the particle filter is able to immediately reinitialise on the subject as soon as it speaks, and the subsequent tracking is successful, as is illustrated by the key frames in the bottom of figure 4 . Similar results were obtained on the "ping-pong" sequence, and are summarised by the key frames in figure 5 . In the case where only visual measurements are used the particles remain focussed on subject A, where they were initialised, regardless of which subject is speaking. When, on the other hand, the sound measurements are also used, the particles jump back and forth between the two subjects as they take turns in the conversation. Thus, the algorithm can be integrated into a teleconferencing system to determine the focus speaker for a steerable camera.
What is truly remarkable is that these results were achieved with low cost off-the-shelf equipment. The system was only very roughly calibrated, and proved to be robust to the exact values chosen for the intrinsic parameters of the camera, and did not require extremely careful placement of the microphones relative to the camera. Furthermore, no attempt was made to compensate for the reverberation and background noise, of which there was a fair amount due to fan and air-conditioner noise. Also, as is evident from the result sequences, tracking was performed against a cluttered background with many objects that can potentially distract a vision-only based tracking algorithm. Thus, it is proved that the combination of sound and vision can achieve a far more robust tracking performance, at a low computational cost, than any of the modalities on their own.
Conclusions
Further investigations are looking at the following issues.
0 Ultimately a full 3D system may be desirable, so head rotation can be fully modelled, including displacement of the mouth relative to the centre of the head image.
So far studies have been based on stored audiovisual sequences, but preliminary indications (based on software profiling) suggest that a real-time system should be quite feasible without special hardware, and work is currently in progress to achieve this. With vision and sound (bottom), tracking alternates with the speaker.
